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When a pressurized liquid enters a pipeline with a closed end and under vacuum conditions, the resulting liquid

front suddenly is brought to rest at the endof the pipe.This type of flow configuration is found inpropulsion systems of

satellites during priming operation and induces a fluid hammer followed by a column separation, generating a

multiphase gas/vapor bubble. This paper aims at explaining the column separation mechanism by solving the

momentum equation for the liquid column moving in the pipeline when column separation occurs and by applying

the integral form of the conservation principles to expansion and compression waves within the flow. The resulting

model provides the velocity and position of the liquid front during column separation. Thus, the size and duration of

the multiphase bubble can be determined, and the variables involved in the process are identified, which helps the

analysis of applications where this complex phenomenon is involved. It is shown that the initial velocity of the liquid

front during column separation is themain parameter, which itself is a function of the fuel tank pressure and the fluid

hammer pressure rise. The comparison of the predictions with experimental data shows an excellent agreement.

Nomenclature

A = surface area, m2

a = speed of sound, m ⋅ s−1
B = empirical function, bar
C = empirical function
D = pipe diameter, m
e = pipe wall thickness, m
fm = body force, N
I = unit tensor
L = pipe length, m
M = molecular weight, g ⋅mol−1

m = fluid mass, kg
n = normal vector
P = pressure, Pa
S = control surface, m2

s = surface, m2

T = temperature, °C
t = time, s
U = cross-sectional average liquid front velocity, m ⋅ s−1
u = velocity vector, m ⋅ s−1
V = fluid volume and control volume, m3

x = spatial coordinate, m
y = spatial coordinate, m
α = void fraction
γ = adiabatic index
ϵ = pipe roughness, m
λ = friction factor

ρ = density, kg ⋅m−3

τ = shear stress, Pa

Subscripts

b = behind (for example, fluid velocity behind the compres-
sion or expansion wave)

c = control surface (for example, control surface velocity)
f = front (for example, fluid velocity in front of the shock

compression or expansion wave)
m = mass or body (for example, body force)
p = vacuum conditions in the test element
T = tank (for example, tank pressure)
v = vapor (for example, vapor pressure)
w = wall
wh = water hammer (for example, water hammer of fluid ham-

mer pressure peak)
0 = initial condition

I. Introduction

F ILLING a piping system can cause a fluid hammer to occur in
those cases where the flow is forced to stop. This scenario is

particularly hazardous when a liquid fills a pipeline that is under
vacuum conditions by opening a fast valve, which causes a high flow
acceleration before stopping at the closed end, inducing a fluid
hammer pressure rise. This flow configuration is commonly found
in propulsion systems of satellites during priming operation, where
the propellant lines initially kept under vacuum conditions are filled
with pressurized liquid propellant by opening a one-time use pyro-
technic valve, as described in Refs. [1,2].
The first studies on fluid hammers focused on pipelines filled with

water experiencing flow pressure transients. However, the fluid
hammer not only leads to high-pressure peaks in the fluid but also
to regions with low static pressure, such as downstream of a fast-
closing valve [3–5], due to the arrival of a reflected expansion wave
after fluid hammer occurrence [6,7] or at knee points of the piping
system [8]. These low pressures can reach values that are well below
thevapor pressure, thus leading to cavitation.According to the review
by Bergant et al. [9] and the work of Porca et al. [10], two types of
cavitation can be distinguished: vaporous cavitation and gaseous
cavitation. Vaporous cavitation occurs when the pressure drops
below the liquid–vapor pressure, and vapor cavities develop in the
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liquid. The vaporous cavitation is characterized by the vapor volume
fraction αv, which expresses the fraction of the vapor volume Vv in a
given volume of fluid V (vapor� liquid):

αv �
Vv

V
(1)

For low values of αv (αv ≈ 0), tiny vapor bubbles are dispersed
throughout the liquid. This regime is referred to as “dispersed cav-
itation.” This type of cavitation occurs over an extended length of the
pipe.When the vapor cavities coalesce, they give rise to a single local
bubble occupying a large portion of the pipe cross section (αv ≈ 1).
This regime is known as “column separation,” and it is the purpose of
the study presented here.
The presence of noncondensable gases (NCGs) dissolved in a

liquid can lead to gaseous cavitation. One of the main features of
liquids is their ability to absorb a given amount of gas when in contact
with the free surface. According to Henry’s law [11], at constant
temperature, the amount of gas dissolved in a liquid volume is
directly proportional to the partial pressure of the gas in equilibrium
with the liquid. The gas release occurs when the pressure falls below
the saturation pressure, which is a diffusive process that can develop
quickly. On the other hand, the absorption process from the gaseous
to the dissolved liquid states has to overcome surface tension, and
therefore takes longer than the desorption/release process. The pres-
ence of gas bubbles in the liquid tends to cushion the impact of the
filling fronts [12–14], and it can drastically reduce the wave velocity,
thus lowering the pressure rise during fluid hammer, as described in
the textbook by Wylie and Streeter [15].
The design of hydraulic systems needs to take into consideration of

transient conditions that may occur in pipeline flows. This is nor-
mally achieved by using numerical methods. One of them is the
method of characteristics (MOC), which has become a standard
numerical approach for this problem. All fundamentals can be found
in Ref. [15] and in the review by Lohrashi and Attarnejad [16].
In short, the MOC transforms the partial differential equations
describing the fluid hammer into ordinary differential equations
and integrates them along characteristic lines. This method is based
on several assumptions: the velocity is cross-sectional averaged, the
pressure is considered uniform across the pipe section, the effects of
variations in velocity head are neglected, the variations of the liquid
density are disregarded in the momentum equation, the friction
factors under steady flow conditions are assumed to hold in unsteady
flows, and, finally, the pipe is assumed to be full of liquid at all times.
These assumptions cause minor errors in common engineering prob-
lems, except for the last two hypotheses. On the one hand, the
modeling of unsteady friction was found to reduce the initial flow
acceleration [17] and to attenuate the magnitude of pressure spikes
during fluid hammer [18–21]. On the other hand, if cavitation or
column separation occurs, theymust be accounted forwith additional
conditions to be satisfied, such as in the discrete vapor cavity model,
the discrete gas cavity model, and the generalized interface vaporous
cavitation model. These models are described and compared against
experimental results [22] or, more recently, by using finite volume
Godunov-type schemes [23–25].
This work aims at providing insight into the column separation

mechanism, which originates after the impact of a liquid front on the
closed end of a pipeline initially under vacuum conditions. This is
done by integrating the Navier–Stokes momentum equation and
defining the appropriate boundary conditions for this particular flow
configuration. The integral form of the conservation principles is
applied through the pressure waves appearing in the flow in order to
close the set of equations. The analysis distinguishes two types of
pressure waves: compression and expansion. Compression waves
appear right after the fluid hammer pressure rise and travel toward the
tank, and then they reflect as expansionwaves. The application of the
conservation principles to the former leads to Rankine–Hugoniot-
like conditions, as well as to similar conditions for the latter. When
the expansion wave reaches the closed end, the pressure at this
location might drop below the liquid vapor pressure, which would
induce the liquid column separation. The present study seeks to

understand the physics of the flow during column separation, without
resolving the full flowfield. The main advantage of this model is that
it allows seeing the influence of process parameters on the column
separation quickly as well as how the variables of the problem affect
the fluid hammer attenuation process.

II. Flow Configuration

The flow configuration considered in this study is the same as the
one described in Ref. [14], in which a pressurized liquid tank is
connected to a pipeline with a closed end, referred to as the “test
element.” The test element features a fast-opening valve (FOV),
isolating the pressurized liquid in the tank from the pipe, which is
kept under vacuum conditions. This flow configuration is similar to
the one in satellite propellant lines before the priming operation,
which is initiated by opening the FOV. The facility layout, presented
in Fig. 1, is intended to be clamped onto a vertical wall. In thework by
Lema et al. [14], it was found through numerical simulations with
EcosimPro that gravity has a negligible influence on the fluid ham-
mer in this flow configuration. The vertical layout allows for straight
piping between the tank and the closed end, and it avoids the need for
singular elements such as elbows upstream of the FOV. Furthermore,
a constant pipe inner diameter is used, as in satellite propellant lines,
which also helps to simplify data interpretation.
The test vessel is equipped with an ultrasonic transducer to mea-

sure the speed of sound in the unconfined liquid. The accelerating
liquid flow is generated by opening the FOV with an operating time
lower than 40 ms. The test element is a 2-m-long pipeline, made of a
T3AL2.5V titanium alloy, with an outer diameter of 0.25 in.
(6.35 mm), a wall thickness of 0.016 in. (0.4 mm), and roughness

Fig. 1 Experimental facility layout.
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of 1.6 ⋅ 10−6 m, resulting in a relative roughness of ϵ∕D � 2.8 ⋅ 10−4.
The total pipe length between the tank and the measurementmodule is
L � 2.415 m, which is obtained by adding the test element length
(2 m) to the distance between the FOVand the tank (0.415 m).
The test procedure starts by filling the tank with theworking liquid

to be later pressurized using compressed nitrogen at 2 MPa. The
facility is ready for a test when the propellant line is vacuum pumped
(1 and 10 kPa are the working values considered in this study), the
FOV is closed, and the pipe length between the tank and the FOV is
filled with the pressurized working liquid, as sketched in Fig. 2. The
test starts by triggering the FOV, which is fully opened before the
liquid front reaches the closed end of the pipe.
The facility is designed to run with nonreactive fluids, such as

water and ethanol, using nitrogen as the driving pressure NCG. It was
found in Ref. [14] that the saturation level of the working fluid with
the NCG plays a significant role in the fluid hammer occurrence. In
normal conditions, the driving pressure gas gets dissolved in the
liquid through a diffusive process, and the saturation level is defined
by the pressure applied to the NCG and the storage temperature. The
test liquid is fully deaerated using the facility vacuum system to avoid
the influence of the dissolvedNCG. The test vessel features an elastic
membrane to prevent the absorption of the NCG during the liquid
pressurization.

III. Liquid Density as a Function of Pressure

The fluid hammer phenomenon is characterized by an energy
conversion, in which the kinetic energy of a flow brought to rest
transforms into elastic energy. Under these conditions, the working
fluid (usually a liquid) cannot be assumed incompressible because its
elastic behavior is at the origin of the fluid hammer phenomenon.
That is why, even though density variations in liquids are known to be
small, they need to be taken into account when modeling the fluid
hammer and subsequent column separation by treating the liquid
density as a function of pressure. It is worthmentioning that density is
also affected by temperature, but its effect has been found to be small
[26]. Furthermore, only completely deaerated liquids are considered
in this study. Therefore, the density of the liquid will not change due
to the growth of NCG bubbles.
In this work, Tait’s equation is used. It is a simple relationship

between pressure and volume for water [27] that allows obtaining the
water density as a function of pressure and two empirical functions,B
and C. Equation (2) shows the integrated form of Tait’s equation in
terms of density:

1

ρ
� 1

ρ0
−

C

ρ0
⋅ log10

B� P

B� P0

(2)

In this equation, ρ is the density at a given pressureP; and ρ0 refers
to the density at a reference pressure P0, which is equal to 105 Pa

here. The empirical coefficient C is independent of temperature and
pressure; its value isC � 0.315, whereasB is temperature dependent
and can be computed as

B � 2996� 7.5554�T − 25� − 0.17814�T − 25�2
� 608 ⋅ 10−6�T − 25�3 (3)

In this equation, B is expressed in bars and T in degrees Celsius.
Assuming a constant temperature of 25°C, B takes the value of
B � 2996 bar. That is the lowest temperature value allowed by this
equation and the one assumed in this study. Tait’s equation has been
satisfactorily applied to compute the density as a function of pressure
for other liquids: for example, Tanaka et al. [28] applied this equation
to calculate the density of ethanol with an error below 0.2%. They
used the constant values of C � 0.2065 and B � 778 bar with
T � 25°C. Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the density of water
and ethanol when the pressure increases up to 50 MPa. The slope of

the curves corresponds to 1∕c2, with c as the speed of sound.

IV. Liquid Column Separation Mechanism

Column separation mainly occurs when the pressure in the pipe-
line drops below the liquid vapor pressure at specific locations, such
as the closed end of the present experimental configuration, and is
observedwith flow visualization in Refs. [6,29]. The present analysis
seeks to understand the physics of the column separation occurrence
right after the first fluid hammer pressure peak, based on the reso-
lution of the momentum equation.
Just when opening the FOV, the present experimental setup and

conditions are similar to the ones found when using one-dimensional
expansion tubes to study the phase transition in metastable liquids.
For example, Saurel et al. [30] and Simões-Moreira and Shepher [31]
used a pressurized liquid that was confined in a pipe between a blind
end and a membrane-type FOV. When the FOV opens, the liquid
discharges through a short pipe toward a reservoir containing a
rarefied gas. Those studies focused on what happens upstream of
the FOV, whereas we focus here on what happens downstream.
However, the description of the initial instants, such as in the work
by Saurel et al. [30], is valid for our case. Following that description,
as soon as themembrane between the liquid and the vacuum chamber
breaks, a rarefaction wave propagates upstream through the liquid
column, lowering its pressure, and thus producing a superheated
liquid. Then, a subsonic phase transition front propagates through
the superheated liquid from the FOV position, producing at its tail a
high-velocity liquid–vapor mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium
that moves downstream through the gas, for which the pressure is
increased by a compression wave generated when opening the FOV.
Things start to differ between the conditions in the two experimental
setupswhen the rarefactionwavemoving upstream reaches the end of
the tube. In the present case, at that point, the wave reaches the tank
with pressurized liquid, where it is reflected as a compression wave

Fig. 2 Experimental configuration.

Fig. 3 Densities of water and ethanol as a function of pressure, accord-
ing to Tait’s equation.
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that transmits the tank pressure information back along the tube. As
the compressionwave passes through themedium, it brings the liquid
back to a non-superheated state.When thewave reaches the transition
front, that front begins to move downstream, driven by the com-
pressed liquid.
After the process just described, the liquid front travels through the

tube, as shown in Fig. 4(a), until it reaches its closed end, where it is
brought to rest. The fluid hammer that takes place sets a new flow
condition (i.e., flow at rest) and pressure rise, which is transmitted
through the liquid column all theway back to the tank in the form of a
compressionwave (Fig. 4b). It has to be pointed out here that the fluid
in the column that has not been yet reached by this compression wave
continues flowing toward the bottom end of the tube, still com-
pressing the fluid underneath. Once the compression wave travels
all the way back to the tank, the whole liquid column is at rest. The
tank contains an almost infinite liquidmass as compared to that in the
pipe. Therefore, the pressure in the tank is not significantly altered,
and the compression wave gets reflected as an expansion wave
(Fig. 4c) that transmits the tank pressure information along the pipe,
as described in Ref. [32].
The expansion wave divides the liquid column into two regions:

the fluid upstream is at rest, whereas the fluid downstream moves
toward the tank.When the expansionwave reaches the lower end, the
entire liquid column moves toward the tank. Under these circum-
stances, the pressure of the liquid at the bottom end drops and may

reach values below the vapor pressure, resulting in the formation of a
multiphase bubble (mixture of liquid, vapor, and the residual NCG
initially left in the test element after vacuum pumping) and inducing
the liquid column separation (Fig. 4d).
The maximum velocity that the fluid reaches during the entire

process corresponds to a Mach number of the order of 0.1. This fact
was confirmed in previous works (i.e., Porca et al. [10] and Pinho
et al. [13]). Consequently, it is assumed that all compressibility
phenomena take place exclusively in the compression and expansion
waves, but not in the rest of the fluid column.
In the review by Bergant et al. [9], the tensile stress of the liquid is

described as a metastable condition for the liquid; if the liquid under-
goes a transient event, it is governed by nonequilibrium thermody-
namics. This means that, in spite of the vapor formation in the
growing multiphase bubble that leads to the column separation, the
pressure may still be below the vapor pressure of the liquid. Any
residual gas in the line or evolving from the liquid will be found in the
bubble together with the vapor. According to Dalton’s law, the new
pressure in the multiphase bubble will be the sum of the partial
pressures of each component, increasing the final pressure; but, in
the present analysis, the pressure in the multiphase bubble will be
assumed to be equal to the vapor pressure.
Published experimental evidence obtained with high-speed imag-

ing by Lema et al. [6] shows that the liquid front approaching the end
of the tube (as in Fig. 4a) is not uniform and appears as a foamy

a) Liquid front moving down b) Compression wave moving up

c) Expansion wave moving down d) Liquid column separation
Fig. 4 Sequence of liquid column dynamics.
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mixture of liquid and gas extending over a considerable pipe length of

at least 25 pipe diameters. It is due to the occurrence of cavitation at

the front, plus the effects of the finite opening time of the FOV. These

complex effects do not admit an obvious simplification, except to

assume that the liquid front behaves as if it were uniform, which

means that the interface is perpendicular to the pipeline and without

any mixing between the gas and the liquid phases.
After assuming a uniform liquid front, the motion of the liquid

column toward the tank can be described by solving the integral form

of the Navier–Stokes momentum equation [Eq. (4)]. Using the con-

trol volume shown in Fig. 4d, it can be formulated as

d

dt

Z
V0

ρu dV �
Z
S0

ρu�u − uc� ⋅ n ds

�
Z
S0

�−PI� τ� ⋅ n ds�
Z
V0

ρfm dV (4)

whereV0 represents the liquid volume in the pipeline,S0 corresponds
to the pipe inlet and outlet cross sections, and uc is the velocity of the
moving control surface. Here, the control volume moves with the

liquid column inside the pipe; thus, the bottom control surface

(control surface B in Fig. 4) has the same velocity as the liquid

column moving toward the tank: uc � u0. In the resolution of the

momentum equation, the following assumptions are made:
1) The pressure at control surface B is assumed to be the vapor

pressure, PB � Pv (the metastable equilibrium is ignored, and there
is no gas desorption).
2) Control surface A is at the tank outlet, where the pressure is

constant and equal to PA � PT .
3) The body force due to gravity is assumed to be negligible (the

hydrostatic forces are negligible as compared to the dynamic forces).
4) Except when passing through the pressure waves, the liquid in

the entire column can be assumed to be incompressible.
5) Friction is treated as steady by means of the Darcy–Weisbach

friction factor λ.
This last assumption is made in many transient flow calculations

and is commonly adopted in the MOC, as described by Lohrasbi and

Attarnejad [16]. Therefore, the wall shear stress in Eq. (4) is consid-

ered to be steady; according to the Darcy–Weisbach equation, the

friction factor is related to the wall shear stress as follows:

τw � −
ρλUjUj

8
(5)

Therefore, each term of Eq. (4) is solved separately as follows:

d

dt

Z
V0

ρu dV � ρA� �xx� _x2�
Z
S0

ρu�u − uc� ⋅ n ds � −ρA _x2

Z
S0

�−PI � τ� ⋅ n ds � �PT − Pv�A −
ρλA

2D
_x2x

Z
V0

ρfm dV � 0

Replacing each term in Eq. (4) leads to

�xx� λ

2D
_x2x � PT − Pv

ρ
(6)

which is a second-order ordinary differential equation. An analytical

solution to this equation can be found [17] but, for the sake of

simplicity, Eq. (6) is solved when friction is neglected in order to

check the role of the main variables of flow on the column separation

phenomenon. If friction is neglected (that is, if λ � 0), Eq. (6)
becomes

�xx � PT − Pv

ρ
(7)

To solve this equation, two changes of variable are needed to
obtain a linear first-order differential equation in the form
dy∕dx � f�x�. The boundary condition at x � L (tube length) is
_x � u0, where u0 is the velocity of the liquid column moving toward
the tank downstream of the expansion wave.
The solution is then

u �
�������������������������������������������������������������
u20 �

2�PT − Pv�
ρ

�ln x − ln L�
s

(8)

V. Expansion and Compression Waves’ Generation

The only unknown in Eq. (8) is the liquid velocity u0. This velocity
is reached by the liquid column almost instantly when the liquid
converts elastic energy into kinetic energy through the expansion
wave. The value of u0 can be determined by applying the model
generally proposed for normal shockwaves in one-dimensional flow,
as in Ref. [33], in which the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions are
enforced across the discontinuities generated in the flow. In the case
of solids and liquids, and according to the description in Ref. [34], the
conservation of mass and momentum are sufficient to determine the
initial velocity u0. This method can be applied to both compression
and expansion waves. Therefore, taking a slice of fluid moving with
the wave as a control volume, Eqs. (9) and (10) define the conserva-
tion of mass and momentum:

ρf�uf − uc� � ρb�ub − uc� (9)

ρf�uf − uc�2 � Pf � ρb�ub − uc�2 � Pb (10)

Within the range in which the values of the variables vary in the
present study, the maximum variation of density induced by temper-
ature is 0.4%, whereas the variation produced by pressure is three
orders of magnitude higher. This was corroborated, both numerically
and experimentally, in previous works [2,14,26]. For this reason,
density variations produced by temperature changes are neglected
here; just those due to pressure variations are taken into account. That
means that the energy conservation equation is not needed because it
would be the case to close the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions, which
agrees with the approaches used in water hammer analysis [15,32]
and shock waves in liquids and solids [34]. Furthermore, the equa-
tions are valid for both compression waves and expansion waves. In
the latter case, thewave is continuous, and its thickness increaseswith
time along its trajectory. Thus, it must be ensured that the thickness of
the wave is small enough to be negligible at all times. In the present
flow configuration, it is the case, as evidenced by the fact that the
pressure drop time of the water hammer is practically identical to its
rise time.On the other hand, the diameter-to-pipewall thickness ratio,
D∕e, is equal to 14; and the Young modulus of elasticity of the

titanium alloy is 1011 Pa. For these values, a water hammer with a
pressure jump of 200 bar generates a cross-sectional area variation

per unit area (dA∕A) of about 10−4, whichmakes it possible to neglect
this variation. Therefore, the effects induced by the fluid–structure
interaction on the propagation of pressure waves can be ignored, and
the waves are considered to have a speed close to the speed of sound.
In Eqs. (9) and (10), subscripts “b” and “f” refer to the fluid behind

and in front of the shock or expansion wave, as sketched in Fig. 4.
Figure 5 shows the compression (Fig. 5a) and expansion (Fig. 5b)
waves (thick dashed line) traveling along the pipe, with the wave
velocity a. The control volume is a thin slice of fluid that moves with
the wave in both cases, together with an auxiliary reference system
(x 0, y 0, z 0) parallel at all times to the reference system of Fig. 4. The
fluid behind the expansion wave is moving upward toward the tank,
with Pb � PT (where PT is the tank pressure) and a relative velocity
of ub � u0 � a. Ahead of the expansion wave, the fluid is at rest; so,
the relative velocity is uf � a, and the pressure is equal to the fluid
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hammer pressure increase: Pf � Pwh. Solving Eqs. (9) and (10) in

the control volume defined in Fig. 5, the following system of equa-
tions is obtained:

ρfa � ρb�a� u0� (11)

ρfa
2 � Pwh � ρb�a� u0�2 � PT (12)

Similarly, the equations corresponding to the compression wave
can be obtained. The only unknowns in Eqs. (11) and (12) are the
velocity behind thewave, ub � u0, and thewave speed a because the
local density in the flow regions behind and in front the wave can be
obtained using Tait’s equation [Eq. (2)]. The solution to the system of
equations [Eqs. (11–12)] is

u0 � a

�
ρf
ρb

− 1

�
(13)

a �
��������������������������������

Pwh − PT

ρf��ρf∕ρb� − 1�

s
(14)

Therefore, Eqs. (13) and (14) allow us to conclude that the velocity
of the liquid column moving toward the tank during column separa-
tion and the wave speed are defined by the density change across the
expansion wave, which is in turn given by the tank pressure PT and
the pressure rise induced by the fluid hammerPwh. Thevelocity of the
liquid column given by Eq. (8) also depends on the tank pressure and
the pressure in the multiphase bubble, which is assumed here to be
equal to the vapor pressure Pv, but which can be different due to the
metastable equilibrium or the gas desorption.
The value of Pwh in Eq. (14) can be computed or measured for a

given configuration defined by the pipeline geometry, the tank pres-
sure, and thevacuumconditions in the test element.Once this value of
Pwh is available, the model can provide useful engineering guidance
on the design, development, and analysis of relevant applications
where liquid column separation takes place as a consequence of fluid
hammer occurrence.

VI. Results and Validation with Experimental Data

To validate the model proposed in this study, the values of the fluid
velocity behind the wave are obtained using the data published by
Lema et al. in Ref. [14] for deaerated water and deaerated ethanol at
T � 293 K, where the test element is made of titanium tubing used
for aerospace applications, as described in Sec. II.
First of all, Eqs. (13) and (14) are solved to obtain the velocity u0.

Table 1 shows the solutions across the expansion wave obtained for
deaerated water under the indicated experimental conditions. Two
tank pressures are used: PT � 1 MPa and PT � 2 MPa, with two
initial vacuum conditions in the test element of Pp � 1 and 10 kPa.

The pressure Pp is not used to solve Eqs. (13) and (14) but has an

influence on the Pwh value, which is measured experimentally.

Table 2 shows the solutions across the expansionwave obtained for

deaerated ethanol at T � 293 K, where the tank pressure is always

PT � 2 MPa, with two initial vacuum conditions in the test element:

Pp � 1 and 10 kPa.

Once the velocity of the liquid column moving toward the tank is

known (last rows of Tables 1 and 2), Eq. (6) can be solved by

numerical integration using the vapor pressure of both liquids at

293 K (Pv � 2.3 kPa for water and Pv � 5.95 kPa for ethanol)

and satisfying the condition that at the closed end (L � 2.4156 m),

the liquid front velocity is −u0 (negative value because the liquid is

moving toward the tank). The Darcy–Weisbach friction factor was

estimated to be approximately 0.02 with both liquids. This value

corresponds to a Reynolds number of approximately 6 ⋅ 104 in the

Moody diagram for both water at 20 m∕s and ethanol at 14 m∕s,
which are the highest velocities observed experimentally.

Figure 6 shows the position of the liquid front for both liquids

together with the duration of the liquid column separation repre-

sented in the x axis. These graphs were obtained with the data

measured after the first fluid hammer pressure rise when the initial

vacuumpressure in the test elementwasPp � 1 kPa and the pressure

in the tank was PT � 2 MPa.

Table 1 Solution to the equations of state for the expansion wave
computed for deaerated water for the two first multiphase bubbles

Pb � PT � 2MPa Pb � PT � 2MPa

ρb � 998.8 kg∕m3 ρb � 998.4 kg∕m3

Pb � 1 kPa Pb � 10 kPa Pb � 1 kPa

Separation bubble First Second First Second First Second

Pf � Pwh [MPa] 21.0 11.5 18.9 9.8 16.6 9.2

ρf [kg∕m3] at Pwh 1007.2 1003.1 1006.4 1002.3 1005.4 1002.1

a [m∕s] 1491.6 1482.7 1487.2 1479.5 1432.2 1487.9

ub � u0 [m∕s] 12.64 6.38 11.29 5.26 10.43 5.48

Table 2 Solution to the equations of state for the
expansionwave computed for deaerated ethanol for the

two first multiphase bubbles

Pb � PT � 2MPa

ρb � 786.9 kg∕m3

Pb � 1 kPa Pb � 10 kPa

Separation bubble First Second First Second

Pf � Pwh [MPa] 17.3 10.6 16.7 10.2

ρf [ kg∕m3] at Pwh 799.3 794.0 798.9 793.7

a [m∕s] 1091.8 1080.4 1089.3 1077.5

ub � u0 [m∕s] 17.48 10.02 16.89 9.58

a) b)

Fig. 5 Control volume used to solve the a) compression wave and b) the
expansion wave traveling in the liquid column.

t [ms]

x
[m

]

0 0.01 0.02 0.03

2.25

2.3

2.35

2.4

Ethanol: no friction
Ethanol
Water: no friction
Water

Fig. 6 Numerical solution to Eq. (6) solved with andwithout friction for
both deaerated water and deaerated ethanol.
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Themultiphase bubble left behind grows and exerts a low pressure
that counterbalances the motion of the liquid column. According to
Fig. 6, the liquid column stopsmoving toward the tank after 13ms for
water and 14 ms for ethanol. At this point, the liquid column starts
moving again toward the closed end. The second front impact takes
place after 26 ms for water and 28 ms for ethanol, which generates
another pressure rise; and the whole cycle starts over again. To
observe the influence of friction on the column separation phenome-
non, the solution of Eq. (6) when λ � 0 is also plotted in Fig. 6 for
both liquids. It is observed that, without the energy dissipation caused
by friction, the liquid column travels a larger length in the pipeline,
resulting in a longer duration of the liquid column separation. There-
fore, friction plays an important role and cannot be dismissed from
the analysis.
According to Eq. (8), the phenomenon of liquid column separation

is produced by the liquid column moving upward behind the expan-
sionwave. A higher velocity will result in a largermultiphase bubble,
as can be seen in Fig. 7, resulting in a longer delay between peaks and
a higher velocity when the liquid column reaches again the closed
end. The velocity depends mainly on thewave velocity, which grows
with the pressure peak valuePwh and decreaseswith the tank pressure
PT , as stated in Eq. (14). Figure 8 shows the numerical solution of
Eq. (6) using the three first fluid hammer pressure peaks measured
with deaerated water [14]. One can observe that the column separa-
tion takes longer with higher-pressure levels. On the other hand,
Fig. 9 shows the opposite behavior when the pressure in the tank
increases.
If the pressure increase during the fluid hammer is not sufficiently

high, the acceleration of the liquid column toward the tank is not
sufficient to induce the column separation. Under those circumstan-
ces, the period between pressure peaks is obtained with Eq. (15),
which represents the time needed for the compression wave to reach
the tank and the expansionwave to travel back to the closed end, with
both moving at the wave speed in the liquid:

t � 2L

a
(15)

To check that the model can predict the liquid column separation
behavior, the solution of Eq. (6) is plotted against the pressure
evolution measured experimentally by the authors at the closed
end. Figure 10 shows the results with deaerated water, where the
time window spans over the three first pressure peaks, and the liquid
column separation takes place twice: between the first and second
peaks and between the second and third peaks. The first liquid
column separation has already been plotted in Fig. 6 for water and
ethanol by taking friction into consideration. When this result is
plotted together with the pressure measurements, adjusting the time
reference of the theoretical results to coincide with the first pressure
peak, we can observe that the model correctly predicts the time delay
between peaks for the first column separation, as evidenced in
Figs. 10–12. The error is always lower than 5% in the duration of
the first multiphase bubble. The same exercise can be done for the

t[s]

x[
m

]

0 0.01 0.02 0.03

2.3

2.32

2.34

2.36

2.38

2.4

u0=14 m/s
u0=12.3 m/s
u0=10 m/s
u0=8 m/s

Fig. 7 Comparison of the liquid column separations for different initial
velocities with deaerated water.

t [ms]

x
[m

]

0 0.01 0.02

2.34

2.36

2.38

2.4

Pwh=21 MPa
Pwh=11.5 MPa
Pwh=6.7 MPa

Fig. 8 Numerical solution for deaerated water with PT � 2 MPa and
different Pwh values.

t [ms]

x
[m

]

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

2.26

2.28

2.3

2.32

2.34

2.36

2.38

2.4

PT=1 MPa - Pp=1 kPa
PT=2 MPa - Pp=1 kPa
PT=3 MPa - Pp=1 kPa

Fig. 9 Numerical solutions for deaerated water for different PT values.
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P
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Fig. 10 Theoretical column separation computed for first and second peaks and compared to experimental (exp.) data. Test case for deaerated water:
PT � 2 MPa and Pp � 1 kPa (left), and Pp � 10 kPa (right).
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second liquid column separation, which takes place between the
second and third peaks. The result is also plotted in Fig. 10. The
time delay predicted theoretically for the second column separation
also agrees with the experimental results when Pp � 1 kPa, but the
error increases to 27% with water and 19% with ethanol when
Pp � 10 kPa. That is because, in this test condition, the presence

of NCGs in the multiphase bubble increases accordingly when
Eq. (8) assumes that the pressure in the bubble is always equal to
the liquid vapor pressure.

VII. Conclusions

This paper presents a theoretical model to predict the liquid
column separation when an accelerated liquid column reaches a
closed end of a pipe initially kept under vacuum conditions. This
flow configuration is found in propulsion systems used in satellites
during priming operation when the pressurized propellant stored in
the fuel tank fills the evacuated propellant lines. Under these circum-
stances, the generated fluid hammer induces a liquid column sepa-
ration that leaves a multiphase bubble behind. The proposedmodel is
the result of integrating the Navier–Stokes momentum equation for
the liquid column and applying the integral form of the conservation
principles to the pressure waves traveling along the pipe. First, a
compression wave generated at the fluid hammer travels toward the
tank where the liquid is stored. Then, a reflected wave travels as an
expansion wave back to the bottom end, accelerating behind the
liquid column toward the tank and inducing the liquid column
separation when the expansion wave reaches the closed end. In any
case, the effect of temperature on the compressibility of the liquid is
negligible. Therefore, it is not necessary to use the energy conserva-
tion equation to complete the set of equations. That also leads to the
assumption that both compression and expansion waves behave

similarly. The initial velocity of the liquid column moving toward
the tank during column separation is defined by the density change
across the discontinuity computed with Tait’s equation and, mainly,
by the wave speed, which is obtained from the values of the tank
pressure and that of the previous fluid hammer pressure rise. If the
tank pressure is small and the water hammer pressure peak is high,
then the multiphase liquid column separation bubble grows larger.
Finally, the theoretical results satisfactorily compare against exper-
imental data, and the model is accurate for low values of initial
vacuum pressure in the pipeline. The present model is simple enough
to quickly unravel the influence of process parameters during pri-
ming with no need to compute the total flow.
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